
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PRESS RELEASE 4           4 March 2017 
 
Mayer-Melnhof and Poldi Welsersheimb won Rally in Kumrovec! 
 
Austrian crew Niki Mayer-Melnhof i Poldi Welsersheimb (Forstinger Rallye) that drive in Ford Fiesta R5 won the rally in Kumrovec that was 

organizied by Auto club Delta Sport from Zagreb. They ended with time 26:54,3.. 
 
“It was great rally here, we were here for the first time. It was hard, a lot of good vehicles from other countries came, lot os good names 
here. We saw that the stages were hard and demanding for the vehicles. But we can say that we are happy“ said after everything Niki 

Mayer-Melnhof.. 
 
Second place got Slovenian crew Rok Turk i Blanka Kacin who are o:46,6 late for Austrians, third are our drivers Juraj Šebalj i Karlo Golub 

with time 28:19,4.  
 
“Happiness on the end, it could have been better, but it could have been worse. Lot of vehicles crashed. This rally was hard to end... 

Nevertheless, it was good start of the season, even though ma vehicles did not work well, but no crying“ said Šebalj. 
 
60 crews from six countries  came to Kumrovec, 59 of them was on ceremonial start and rally had ended 14 of them. One of them is 

Croatian crew Wiliam Prodan i Zoran Raštegorac. 
  
"We went too fast, there was lots of gravel at one breaking point, it was terrible crash for us" said Prodan. 
 
During the special stages there were lot of skidding of the track but nevertheless, organisers have a lot of reasons to be satisfied. 
 
Through years the audience recognizes Rally Kumrovec as an event that brings attractive ride with lots of jumps through special stages 
that lies in a narrow path with many bends and related pass. This year Kumrovec had impressive vehicles too. Rally were driving one of 
the best drivers from Croatia and region and among applicant were six vehicles R5 Classification, that is record number for races that are 

held in Croatia. 
 
So far the most wins has Hungarian driver Janos Szilagyi who celebreted three times.  And last years winners that were Krisztian Hideg i 

Istvan Kerek, while Daniel Saskin and Damir Bruner have also won once. 
 
6. INA Rally Kumrovec 2017 was again supported by the President of the Republic of Croatia, Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović. The competition 
was entered in the FIA calendar and Croatian Car and Karting Federation, and was scored for Croatian Championship and Championship 

of HAKS North league. 
 
Additional informations are available at: 
www.rally-kumrovec.com 
www.facebook.com/rally.kumrovec 

http://www.rally-kumrovec.com/
https://www.facebook.com/rally.kumrovec

